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Education promotes harmony and a universal feeling among all classes of the society. Unfortunately
the developing countries as a whole and some countries in particular joined the race much later.
Universalising literacy is one of the most critical goals to be reached, before promoting education in
a big way. Over the last few years, the improvement in primary education is one criterionâ€™s for growth
in the distance learning courses. Among the new found literate people, there are many, who give
the next opportunity in getting admission to distance learning.

The earliest form of distance learning is popularly known as the correspondence courses. Initially it
was promoted to tackle the ever growing rush of high school students moving towards graduation.
This makes the distance learning as the most visible alternative before them. Some of the most
important advantages of the distance courses are,

No scheduled time frame of study, can also be taken from the comforts of their home

Getting accustomed to modern technology and modern courses.

Online option of studying

Facility of giving online exams

Less use of Costly college and University books

More proficiency towards the Internet, makes one technology friendly

The above techniques are one of the best and students can also go for other type of professional
courses. Among these, the MBA is said to be the most popular. The Distance learning MBA is said
to be the most favourite among the professional students. Some of the most demanding subjects
among them are,

MBA in Marketing

MBA in Finance

MBA in Hotel Management

MBA in Travel and Tourism Management

MBA in HRD

MBA in Operation Research

This helps many professional students to explore new avenues of learning. Generally the technically
qualified students go for Distance learning MBA courses, since it gives them the opportunity to
continue with their present setup. They can continue with their job as well as meet the basic needs
of their family and remain as a social animal, within their own confinement. Certain courses from
many learning institutes even offer the option of advanced training facilities, while students remain
on the process of study. This makes the distance learning courses, so much popular and helps
them to reach the zenith of success among many aspiring students of the developing world. Another
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plus point of this course is that many institutes offer entrepreneurship as an ideal source of
knowledge. It will help to bring in new enterprises and also bring growth to the economy.
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Rogar Mur here focuses on the importance and advantages of a distance learning that are much
more easier and convenient to pursue. For information on a Distance learning MBA please visit a
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